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Effective self-cleaning coatings with liquid repellency are crucial for eliminating surface contamination and reducing drag force, which enables wide industrial applications. However, most coatings are fabricated through complicated and expensive processes that limit mass production capability. To overcome this limitation, we designed a simple methodology based on the atmospheric-pressure-plasma-assisted fabrication. The hierarchically-structured, stalagmite-like tungsten oxide (WO3-x) coatings were synthesized within a few seconds. After silanization, the coatings not only obtained the cost-effective superhydrophobic surfaces achieving high static contact angle toward water (160°±2°), surface tension γ = 72.8 dyn/cm, but showed oleophobicity toward liquids with lower surface tension ranging from 64 to 27.5 dyn/cm. Additionally, the two-tier topography decorated with fluoroalkylsilane traps air cushions within the textures contributing low sliding angle (< 2°) and low contact angle hysteresis toward both water and glycerol. The robust Cassie state can even sustain high impact velocity of a liquid drop exceeding 2 m/s. Moreover, the coatings exhibited superior self-cleaning abilities and performed multi-functionally regarding high transparency, flexibility, mechanical and thermal stability. The growth mechanism of hierarchical WO3-x and dynamic behavior of liquid droplets on the coatings were also investigated in this study. These micro- and nano-structures which were constructed at room-temperature enable the seamless integration on not only the brittle substrates but various flexible substrates, such as plastic films and fibrous papers, without sacrificing performance.

Introduction

Self-cleaning coatings have attracted considerable attention over the last decade as the broadened range of perspective industrial applications they present.14 Since the discovery of the "lotus effect" by Barthlott and Neinhuis,7 an accelerating number of artificial superhydrophobic surfaces have been developed.8-11 Common to superhydrophobic surface is that the continuous solid/gas arises from the topography with roughness on the nano- and micrometre scale combined with a low surface energy.12 This combination accomplishes the anti-adhesive behavior toward water. Apart from superhydrophobicity, oleophobicity is an emerging topic that extends the anti-adhesive properties of the surface toward low-surface tension liquids.5,15-20

Additional applicabilities such as transparency,4,14,18,20-24 flexibility,18,22,24 and chemical and thermal stability,5,22,25 have been widely investigated for a wide range of practical applications for antireflective coatings, self-cleaning windows, electronic device protection. In addition, some studies have discovered that superhydrophobicity can benefit anti-icing applications by reducing ice adhesion strength or delaying ice nucleation.20,22 However, the fulfillment of this multifunctional requirement renders the design of self-cleaning surfaces more challenging. Expensive and complex processes as well as high synthesizing temperatures are typically required that have limited the versatile integration and continuous production of self-cleaning coatings. In this study, we developed a novel and facile method that combines an atmospheric pressure plasma (APP) technique with silanization to synthesize stalagmite-like, transparent, and self-cleaning surfaces for the first time. Self-cleaning coatings developed through silanization and plasma-assisted metal oxide nanostructures are quite distinct from the coatings developed by existing plasma polymerization techniques.24 Plasma polymerization has been reported as a succinct method24 for fabricating self-cleaning surfaces. Hierarchically-structured rough and hydrophobic polymeric layer could be obtained simultaneously through the polymerization of specific monomers. However, a lengthy coating cycle and unstable wettability are the drawbacks that limit the practical applications.24,25 To overcome these problems, we utilized the APP technique for fabricating complex structures within a few seconds, which is considerably shorter than that of conventional techniques such as replication,26 coating,27 chemical etching,28 and lithography.29 Meanwhile, this technique established a satisfactory template for silanization to effectively entrap air cushions. Thus, the synthesized coatings exhibited...
oleophobcity toward ethylene glycol and n-hexadecane and low sliding angle (< 2°) toward water and glycerol. Additionally, we provide a solution herein for developing a new multi-functional self-cleaning surface that is mechanically and thermally stable and transparent. The synthesized coatings demonstrated the ability to withstand environments with high temperature or high humidity. They even maintained the self-cleaning property after sand abrasion tests. The discussion regarding long-term durability for prolonged continuous exposure of silanized surface to water, which has seldom been performed, was also included. Moreover, the entire process is conducted at atmospheric pressure and room temperature, thus has been demonstrated to be substrate-independent on various substrates such as glass, paper, stainless steel and plastic substrates.

Experimental Section

Customized Atmospheric Pressure Plasma System

Plasma jet consists of a center high-voltage electrode made of pure tungsten rod (1 mm in diameter) and an outer stainless steel nozzle which provides grounding. The powered center electrode is connected to a radio frequency power supply (13.6 MHz) associated with an automatic matching unit to ensure the maximum power output. The thickness of the gas gap is 1 mm. The plasma jet, which is with the diameter of 2-3 mm and the length of approximately 1 cm, is generated in the nozzle and blown out by the gas flow. The working gas is composed of 0.2 % v/v oxygen in high purity argon for plasma ignition under the power of 50 W. The gas flow rates of argon and oxygen are measured as 15 standard liter per minute (slm) and 40 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm), respectively. Argon and oxygen mixed before supplying to the plasma jet are fed by using separate pipes and flow meters to control the optimal flow rate. The distance between the jet and the substrate is controlled at 2 mm.

Coating Procedure

The substrates (1.5 x 1.5 cm²) were loaded on the stage in the plasma chamber. A bluish glow discharge appeared from the apex of the working gas and applying power. The generated plasma jet scanned the whole area of substrates under identical scanning rate (0.8 sec/cm²), and deposited a brownish layer covering on the surface. The treated substrates were put into the glass vessels containing 4 H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorodicytriethoxysilane (FAS-17, [CF2-(CF2)-3-CH2-(CH3)(OCH3)3]) as FAS precursor. The reagent with the highest commercial-available purity was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich® (USA). After FAS modification process at 17-25°C for 1 h, the colourless coating with superior superhydrophobicity and oleophobicity was obtained. Additionally, the addition of the self-cleaning coating to the substrates was investigated. The coating was neither damaged by sand abrasion test nor removed by stream of water (Fig. S1). The water feed rate was controlled at 25 ml/min, and the corresponding droplet frequency was about 200 drops/min. The diameter of each water droplet was 3 mm. The impact height was set to be 5 cm which is the distance from the outlet of the water pipe to the surface of substrates. The self-cleaning coating could sustain at least 600 s under water stream. The reproducibility was confirmed by repeating the identical procedure for more than five times on various substrates such as polished silicon, glass slide, stainless steels, PET films, and papers.

Material Characterization

The microstructure and morphology of coatings were characterized by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) (HITACHI SU8010, Japan), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (JOEL, JEM-2010, Japan) and the topography were observed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Bruker Biomecro, Catalyst, USA). As for the chemical composition analyses of surface coating, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (PHI 5000 VersaProbe II, USA) using the C 1s peak energy (284.6 eV) as calibrated energy standard and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) under TEM were utilized. Optical transmittance spectrum of the glass modified with the self-cleaning coating was measured using a UV–visible-near infrared spectroscopy (UV–Vis-NIR) (HITACHI U-4100, Japan). The amount of FAS decorated upon the hierarchically structured surface was determined by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (TA Instruments Discovery TGA, USA).

Contact Angle Measurements

The static contact angle (SCA), roll-off angle and contact angle hysteresis (CAH, i.e. the difference between the advancing angle θa and receding angle θr) on the as-prepared sample were measured from sessile drops by a contact angle meter equipped with a tilting stage (First Ten Angstrom1000, USA). Deionized water, glycerol (≥ 99 %, Sigma-Aldrich®, USA), ethylene glycol (≥ 99%, J.T.Baker®), and n-Hexadecane (99 %, Alfa Aesar, UK) droplets of 5 μl were deposited manually at room temperature and 50-70 % relative humidity. At least five individual measurements were performed on each modified sample. For the clear observation, the water and n-Hexadecane droplets were stained by Methylene Blue trihydrate (95 %, Acros Organics, USA) and Oil Red O (Acros Organics, USA), respectively.

Dynamic Behaviour Observations of a Water Bouncing Drop

Regarding the characterization of the contact time at the first bounce of water droplets, the top and side views of water droplet impact were captured by a high speed camera (Fastec Imaging Co., TS4, USA) separately for the same impact region. Each film was at the frame rate of 5600 frames per second. The radius of the drop was calculated from the average weight of 20 drops measured by precision electronic balance. Water drops of 7.7 μl (the corresponding radius is 1.23 mm) were generated from a fine needle fixed at a height up to 20 cm. The entire experimental set-up was placed in an ambient environment (17-25°C and 50-70% relative humidity). As for the trajectory of a water droplet on the modified U-shaped PET film, the side view of droplet rolling was recorded by the high speed camera at the frame rate of 2000 frames per second.

Results and Discussion

Preparation and Characterization of Hierarchically Structured Coatings

Scheme 1a illustrates the working principle and key processes for preparing our self-cleaning coating. The substrates were treated with ethanol and deionized water before the APP process. The cleaned substrates were loaded into a chamber under constant temperature and humidity and were treated with oxygen mixed argon plasma to form a hierarchically rough and porous coating on the substrate surface. The as-synthesized coating at this stage was superhydrophilic (SCA ~ 10°).
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Materials with lower solid surface energy tend to have higher SCA according to the Young’s equation. Fluorinated materials, fluoroalkylsilane (FAS) for example, are logically chosen for decreasing the surface energy because the trifluoromethyl group (–CF₃) with low surface energy compared with other functional groups, such as –CH₂(36 dyn/cm), –CH₃(30 dyn/cm), –CF₂(23 dyn/cm). Therefore, after the vapor deposition of FAS (the chemical structure is illustrated in Scheme 1b), the FAS-modified stalagmite-like protrusions exhibited a high SCA toward water, glycerol and n-Hexadecane. Fig. 1 shows the surface morphologies of the plasma-treated samples with different durations (Fig. 1a to 1d). Within a few seconds, clusters with diameters of 60-200 nm were aggregated from nanoparticles with diameters of 5-10 nm. After silanization, the two-tier structure with FAS decoration exhibited the SCA toward water of 139.1° ± 1.6°, 142.0° ± 1.3°, 157.4° ± 3.2°, and 162.9° ± 2.6° corresponding to plasma treatment durations of 9 s, 13 s, 16 s, and 20 s, respectively (red square in Fig. 1e). In addition, with the increasing deposition duration, the corresponding CAH decreased obviously from approximately 30° to 2° (black triangle in Fig. 1e). Moreover, the corresponding SCA toward n-Hexadecane (red open circle in Fig. 1e) achieved 92.0° ± 1.6°, 95.8° ± 1.3°, 119.4° ± 0.8°, and 130.3° ± 0.4°, respectively. These results of the SCA toward liquids showed a strong relationship with the root mean square roughness (Rq) as shown in Fig. S2. The value of Rq increased as the APP treatment time increased. Meanwhile, the standard deviation of Rq was progressively increased because the hierarchically structured stalagmite-like protrusions became more prominent as the treatment time increased.

According to these observations, two-tier topography has a major role in obtaining satisfactory anti-wettability. The micro- and nano-scale structures not only result in the Cassie state, entrapping the air cushions between the asperities but withstand a higher Laplace pressure (i.e., the critical pressure difference at the liquid-gas interface) to avoid the Cassie-to-Wenzel transition. Without surface texture, the SCA toward water and n-Hexadecane on a flat FAS-modified surface were only 130° ± 1.2° and 10° ± 0.8°, respectively. When the deposition duration was longer than 20 s, the SCA toward n-Hexadecane became saturated. Therefore, 20 s was selected as the optimal time in the following tests. The substrate surface was covered with uniform, stalagmite-like hierarchical structures at the micro- and nano-scales after 20 s of deposition (Fig. 1f). The corresponding SCA, CAH, and sliding angle toward various liquids were also measured (Table S1). As shown in the results, both water and glycerol exhibited high SCA and low CAH, and sliding angles of less than 2°. The excessive liquid-repellency toward glycerol is demonstrated in the supplemental Video S1. The SCA of ethylene glycol was 150° whereas the corresponding sliding angle is up to 40° because of the large contacting solid-liquid area. n-Hexadecane with a surface tension of 27.5 dyn/cm remained attached to the surface even after the substrates were turned upside-down. Accordingly, we concluded that the synthesized self-cleaning surface provided a robust Cassie state for the water and glycerol while inducing a Wenzel state, which led to stronger adhesion when the liquid surface tension was less than 43 dyn/cm.
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**Scheme 1.** (a) Illustrations showing the design and development of the transparent self-cleaning surfaces by the combination of APP technique and chemisorption of FAS. (b) The chemical structure of fluoroalkylsilane which is decorated on the hierarchically structured coating.
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**Fig. 1** Top-view SEM images of morphologies and the corresponding SCA toward water (inset) for the samples fabricated by various plasma treatment durations for (a) 9 s, (b) 13 s, (c) 16 s, (d) 20 s. (e) The SCA toward water and n-Hexadecane and contact angle hysteresis (CAH) toward water vary with the deposition time under the APP apparatus. (f) Cross-sectional SEM image of samples treated for 20 s at 75° tilting angle.
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**Fig. 2** (a) Cross-sectional TEM images of as-synthesized coating. The major content of deposited coating is tungsten confirmed by EDX (inset). (b) HR-TEM image of as-synthesized coating. Only some of the nanoparticles possessed crystallinity (inset).
To observe the structure of the as-synthesized self-cleaning surface, we first demonstrated this concept by using a silicon substrate with a thin layer of native silicon oxide (SiO$_2$, 4 nm ± 1 nm). The as-synthesized coating was characterized by TEM equipped with EDX. The thickness of the as-synthesized porous structure was 58.3 nm ± 4.2 nm, and the major signal under EDX corresponded to tungsten (Fig. 2a). Because of the high deposition rate and room temperature process in the APP system, most of the deposited nanoparticles showed an amorphous phase and only few nanoparticles exhibited weak crystallinity (Fig. 2b).

In the past decade, a few studies$^{38-40}$ have investigated a series of nanomaterials with well-tailored chemical compositions and nano-architectures directly grown on substrate surface by atmospheric microplasma-assisted nanofabrication. In 2006, Yoshiki et al. first used a tungsten wire as a source for depositing tungsten oxide nanoparticles.$^{40}$ The results revealed that the oxidation state of tungsten oxide nanoparticles varied with the oxygen flow rate. To intuitively determine the composition of the as-synthesized hierarchically structured self-cleaning surfaces, we employed the XPS technique to evaluate the effect of APP-treatment. As shown in Fig. 3, the full XPS spectra indicate that only tungsten, oxygen, and a small amount of carbon existed on the surface after treatment with oxygen and argon plasma. After surface modification with FAS, the treated sample exhibited obvious signals from fluorine, carbon, tungsten, and oxygen. Compared with the spectrum of a cleaned silicon wafer, the hierarchically structured textures were mainly composed of tungsten and oxygen. Moreover, FAS molecules were successfully deposited on the textured surfaces through the facile route at room temperature. Fig. 3a shows the in situ XPS for the as-synthesized porous structures with a two-tier topography after APP treatment. According to the fitting results, four W 4f characteristic peaks contributed from the surface of as-synthesized coating were detected. Two peaks were observed at 36.1 and 38.2 eV, corresponding to the valence of W$^{6+}$, and the other two peaks appeared at 37.1 and 34.7 eV, corresponding to that of W$^{4+}$.$^{46}$ After sputtering with an Ar$^+$ ion beam (3 kV, 2×2 raster) for 2 min, the intensity of the W$^{6+}$ and W$^{4+}$ peaks decreased substantially. The two peaks at 33.3 and 31.2 eV corresponded to metal tungsten$^{50}$ and remained high even after sputtering for 4 min. The corresponding sputtering depth of the porous tungsten oxide (WO$_3$) coating can be determined by the Si 2p core-level spectra (Fig. 3b). Due to the absence of the peak of Si 2p from SiO$_2$ at 103.6 eV and the increase of that from Si at 99.4 eV, the porous WO$_3$ coatings were removed from the substrate after beam sputtering for 4 min. We discovered that the working gas with 0.2% of O$_2$/Ar during the plasma treatment enabled the deposition of both the fully oxidized tungsten (WO$_3$) and low oxidation state of WO$_{x}$, which is similar to the results of Yoshiki et al.$^{46}$ Furthermore, the in-situ XPS results clearly indicated the composition transition from WO$_3$ to tungsten, revealing that the oxygen content decreased from the top to the bottom of the coatings. Based on optical emission spectroscopy analysis, the characteristic peaks detected from the APP jet within the wavelength of 400-500 nm were indexed as the atomic lines of tungsten$^{50}$ (Fig. S4). The intensities of selected characteristic peaks were all proportional to that of oxygen radicals. We concluded that the frequent collision between the tungsten electrode and oxygen radicals facilitated the growth of the porous WO$_3$ layer. Without the injection of oxygen gas, no atomic lines of tungsten could be detected. The excited tungsten ions apparently transferred to tungsten through spontaneous redox reaction and self-assembled into a rough tungsten layer. Due to the subsequent supplement of oxygen flow and the elevated temperature caused by the APP jet, the as-synthesized porous tungsten layer was oxidized from the outer to the inner layers.

Multilayer Growth of FAS

To fabricate the self-cleaning WO$_3$ (SCWO) coatings, a simple method was designed to effectively grow the multilayer of FAS at room temperature, which induced the Wenzel-Cassie transition toward water. A small amount of FAS liquid (4 μl) was added around the edge of the samples whose surfaces were all terminated with high density hydroxyl (OH) groups by the APP treatment. The vaporized FAS molecules (0.00187 mmHg, 25°C) reacted with water molecules in an ambient environment, thus triggered the hydrolysis reaction spontaneously. The three ethoxy groups of FAS contributed from the surface of as-synthesized coating can be determined by the Si 2p core-level spectra (Fig. S4). The intensities of selected characteristic peaks were all proportional to that of oxygen radicals. We concluded that the frequent collision between the tungsten electrode and oxygen radicals facilitated the growth of the porous WO$_3$ layer. Without the injection of oxygen gas, no atomic lines of tungsten could be detected. The excited tungsten ions apparently transferred to tungsten through spontaneous redox reaction and self-assembled into a rough tungsten layer. Due to the subsequent supplement of oxygen flow and the elevated temperature caused by the APP jet, the as-synthesized porous tungsten layer was oxidized from the outer to the inner layers.

R-Si-O-H + H-O-Me = RSi-O-Me + H$_2$O

As shown in the aforementioned reaction, the metallo-siloxane bonds (Me-O-Si) were created during the condensation reaction.$^{41}$ To investigate the effect of coating time regarding surface wettability, we characterized R$_s$ and sectional profile by AFM, as shown in Fig. 4a. The average R$_s$ of the OH-
bearing porous WO₃ coating was measured to be 78 nm ± 6 nm. After coating for 1 h, the sample exhibited 46 % lower roughness than the initial value. The difference in the average Rₜ between the two conditions was much higher than the thickness of a self-assembled monolayer of FAS (approximately 1.1 nm). This result clearly indicated that the network of cross-linked siloxane with Si-O-Si linkages self-assembled and formed a multi-layer coating along the topography of the deposited WO₃ film. Furthermore, the roughness spacing (λ) progressively increased from 43.1 nm ± 11 nm to 334 nm ± 56.6 nm as the coating time increased. However, since the hierarchically rough surface feature was adequately preserved, the substrate modified with FAS for 1 h obtained superior superhydrophobicity and oleophobicity under the Cassie state (Fig. 4b). We demonstrated that the hydroxysilane groups derived from FAS molecules underwent the horizontal polymerization as well as vertical condensation, which caused the formation of thick polysiloxane during the condensation process due to the high density of OH groups and hierarchically structured topography. When the coating time was further extended to 32 h, the surface was obviously flattened, thus losing non-wetting properties, and was accompanied by a decreased in SCA by 30° toward water as well as an increased sliding angle of up to 60°.
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**Fig. 4** (a) Roughness height, Rₜ, and rough spacing for porous WO₃ coatings after varying coating durations measured by AFM. (b) AFM topography images (scanning size: 1 × 1 μm²) and schematics of the Wenzel-Cassie-Wenzel transition caused by multilayer chemisorption of FAS as the coating time increased. In the schematics, the brown particles are the WO₃ nanoparticles which aggregated together and formed stalagmite-like protrusions. The blue triple line is the multi-layer FAS after 1 h of FAS vapor deposition. The royal blue bulk right beneath the liquid droplet are the thick FAS multi-layer film after depositing for 32 h.

Dynamic Behaviour of Water Droplets on SCWO Surfaces

To evaluate the anti-adhesive property of the SCWO-coated surface toward water, we used a high speed camera to record the dynamic behavior of a bouncing drop striking the SCWO-coated surface. Side view and top view images (Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b) showed that the bouncing drop (initial radius R = 1.23 mm, impact velocity v₀ = 1.72 ms⁻¹, corresponding to Weber number We = 50.2, where We = ρv₀²R/γ, with ρ being the liquid density and γ being the liquid-air surface tension) completely detached from the surface at the first bounce after 10.2 ms, which was defined as the contact time (t₀). We converted t₀ on the basis of other experiments into the dimensionless time t₀/τ because τ is affected by the inertia-capillary timescale (τ = √(ρR²/γ)). In our experiment, t₀ of SCWO-coating was approximately 2, which is 10 % less than that for typical superhydrophobic surfaces (Table S2). Thus, the SCWO-coating may act as an efficient material for self-cleaning applications. Moreover, to explore and quantify the ability to reduce the frictional force, we fabricated SCWO coatings on curved polyethylene terephalate (PET) substrates (Fig. 5c). A thin layer of SCWO coating performed with remarkable flexibility and transparency. Fig. 5d further shows the calculated trajectory of the water droplet rolling on curved SCWO-coated PET film. The water droplet (7.7 μL) completed at least five cycles before it completely stopped. The calculated energy dissipation for each half cycle of a water droplet, on average, was only 15.3% as mentioned in Table S3, whereas the water droplet tightly adhered to the surface of a normal PET film.

To further explore potential applications, the long-term stability and thermal resistance of the coatings in open air were investigated. To evaluate the long-term stability, the SCWO-coated glass substrates were stored in a Petri dish at room temperature for up to 16 days. The corresponding SCA toward water with regard to the aging time were recoded (Fig. 5a). The results indicated that the substrate without FAS modification exhibited stable superhydrophilicity because of asperities on the rough surface and coordination unsaturation on the surface of WO₃ as common metal oxide. Consequently, the coating showed long-term superhydrophilicity, although the OH groups deposited by the APP technique degraded with time. By contrast, the FAS-modified SCWO coatings showed high SCA (161.3° ± 2.4°) and satisfactory aging stability. The thermal resistance was determined by annealing the coated glass at elevated temperatures from 120°C to 360°C for 1 h as shown in Fig. 5b. The SCA toward water remained constant for temperatures up to 325°C, and the water droplet readily rolled off the surface with < 1° sliding angle. Fig. 5e and S7 show the TGA curves of the modified glass and the precursor of the FAS, respectively. The results displayed that, without polymerization, the weight loss percentage of the FAS precursors was approximately 80% when heated to 300°C. However, the modified glass exhibited 0.2 % ± 0.1 % weight loss, which was mainly contributed by the cross-linked siloxane, only when the temperature achieved within 330 to 380°C. We attributed the enhanced reliability to the strong carbon-fluorine bonding and covalent bonding between hydroxysilane groups and the surface of substrates, which effectively prevented from the oxidation in the ambient atmosphere. After heating up to 360 °C, the SCA toward water significantly decreased to < 10° due to the detachment of the FAS multilayer on the textured surface. Therefore, the substrate coated with hierarchically structured tungsten oxide became superhydrophilic again.
Some studies have proposed that FAS may not be the optimal choice for providing a long-term stability of hydrophobicity in contact with water.\textsuperscript{40,47} The metallo-siloxane bonds were gradually hydrolyzed back to the silano groups when in contact with water molecules for a sufficient duration. Although the surface density of the alkyl chains was increased by the buffer layers that provided more OH groups, the capability of the two-layer samples for resisting the penetration of water molecules were extremely limited.\textsuperscript{46} To investigate the long-term durability for prolonged continuous exposure of SCWO coatings to water, two kinds of samples, SCWO-coated glasses and FAS-multilayer-coated glasses with a flat surface (i.e. the deposition time of FAS was long enough to flatten the surface textures), were placed inside the chamber under 97\% humidity atmosphere. The evolution of SCA toward water on the tested samples were evaluated through in-situ SCA measurement (Fig. 5c). The SCWO-coated glasses (black squares) demonstrated higher SCA than that on flat FAS-multilayer-coated glasses (red circles) because of the rough surface textures. The SCA of flat FAS-multilayer-coated glasses did not appear to change after 192 h, whereas that of SCWO-coated glasses slightly decreased from 161.2° ± 1.8° to 151.4° ± 2.6° after 168 h. Based on these results, the FAS deposited on SCWO-coated glasses were believed to gradually hydrolyze under a high humidity environment, thus the asperities of the samples exhibited higher affinity toward water (Fig. 5d). Accordingly, SCWO-coatings were not infinitely stable for prolonged continuous exposure to water. Systematic designs to improve the physical and chemical properties of the SCWO coating against high humidity environment are in progress.

Nevertheless, the degradation rate of anti-wettability under a high humidity environment may be effectively reduced through increasing the thickness of multi-layer FAS. The topmost FAS acted as a sacrificing layer to protect the surface beneath. When contacting with water or humidity, the topmost layer partially hydrolyzed and uncovered a fresh surface beneath to repel water or low-surface tension liquids. In addition, some previous studies\textsuperscript{43,45} indicated that rough superhydrophobic surfaces that sustained the mechanical stress during ice detachment or long-term icing/deicing cycles are rare. The ice adhesion increased obviously when asperities of surface were destroyed. Accordingly, FAS-multilayer-coated substrates with a relatively flat surface should exhibit better long-term durability against water and ice than SCWO coatings when applied for anti-icing applications.

Transparent and self-cleaning properties are tempting for many applications, such as electronic devices, windows, and solar panels. The SCWO-coated glass was demonstrated to have satisfactory self-cleaning ability, as shown in the supplementary video S2. The sands sprayed on the surface of the coated glass could be readily removed by rolling water droplets. In addition, the self-cleaning properties were well-preserved (within <5° of sliding angle) even after performing the sand abrasion tests designed by Xu et al.,\textsuperscript{46} as shown in supplementary videos S3 and S4 demonstrating the excellent mechanical properties against dynamic wear on the SCWO coatings.

UV-Vis-NIR spectra of plain quartz and SCWO-coated quartz are shown in Fig. 6a. The coated quartz possessed higher transmittance than the plain quartz did. The transmittance of the coated quartz ranged from 93% to 96% in the range of 600 to 1000 nm (red circle) and exhibited a maximum transmittance at 786 nm, whereas the transmittance of the plain quartz was approximately 93\% (black square). The transmittance of the coated quartz was lower than that of the plain quartz below 350 nm because of light scattering. By neglecting the reflection from the interfaces and the thin-film interference effect, the effective refractive index of the porous SCWO can be determined by eq (1) as follows:

$$T = \frac{1 - n_f}{1 + n_f} \left( \frac{R - n_a}{R + n_a} \right)$$

where $T$ is the transmittance, $n_f$ represents the effective refractive index of the SCWO coating, and $n_a$ (≈ 1.446) depicts the refractive index of plain quartz. For instance, when $T$ equals 95\% at $\lambda = 1000$ nm, the effective refractive index of the SCWO coating can be calculated to be 1.2, which was 43\% lower than that of a dense $\text{WO}_3$ film ($n = 2.1$). The reduced index of the porous $\text{WO}_3$ and air interface compared with that of the original quartz/air interface contributed to the enhanced transmittance of the SCWO coating. The highly transparent SCWO-coated glass (Fig. 6b) provided satisfactory readability of the underneath letters.

To demonstrate the capability of fabricating hydrophilic/superhydrophobic patterns, a polyimide film silicone tape (3M\textsuperscript{TM} Polyimide Film Tape 5413) was used to shield the regions on the well-cleaned glass. After the APP process and selective FAS deposition, the shielded region remained hydrophilic due to...
to the intrinsic property of the glass (SiO$_2$), whereas the remaining substrate exhibited superhydrophobicity, which was capable of pinning the blue-dyed water on the surface to reveal the characters “NTU” (Fig. 6c).

In addition, the versatility of the SCWO coating was demonstrated by modifying paper with a thin layer of SCWO coating. The treated paper effectively resisted the blue-dyed water droplet from penetrating through the substrate (Fig. 7a and top of 7b) and no impalement was observed (We = 11.7). However, the normal paper was soaked by water within a few milliseconds (bottom of Fig. 7b). The corresponding SEM images of treated and un-treated papers are shown in Fig. 7c and 7d. Clearly, the cellulose fibers of the treated paper were uniformly covered with WO$_3$ protrusions terminated with multi-layer FAS, which entrapped air cushions that prevented moistening by the water droplets. Based on these results, we demonstrated the synergistic effect of the two-tier topography of the WO$_3$ and multi-layer FAS molecules contributing to stable superhydrophobicity and oleophobicity on various substrates.

Fig. 7 (a) Time-resolved images taken by high speed camera reveal a water bouncing drop on the SCWO-coated paper. (b) Photograph of the anti-wettability comparison for the SCWO-coated and uncoated papers. The coated-paper cannot moisten the blue-dyed water. SEM images of (c) SCWO-coated paper and (d) normal paper.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we demonstrated a simple and versatile strategy for fabricating an effective and transparent self-cleaning coating. Because the process is rapid under ambient gas pressure and at room temperature, the two-tier porous WO$_3$ nanoparticles and micro-agglomeration as well as the multilayer chemisorption of FAS were developed on various substrates. This combination performs robust Cassie state wetting toward water and glycerol and allows the contact time at first bouncing of water to decrease 10%. The SCWO coating is a potential candidate for an effective self-cleaning coating in both indoor and outdoor environment. In addition, our coating exhibited substantial thermal-stability up to 325°C and showed no performance deterioration under open-air conditions for at least one month. Moreover, the excellent transmittance of the SCWO coating was verified within visible light and near-infrared regions. The self-cleaning ability was maintained and reproducible even after sand abrasion. Furthermore, the robust SCWO coating effectively reduced the adhesion force between a water droplet and the PET film. The hierarchically-structured, transparent, SCWO coatings, which were synthesized through this facile route, revealed outstanding liquid repellence and cost-effectively multifunctional surfaces as well.
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Robust stalagmite-like self-cleaning surfaces with good transparency and flexibility are developed by plasma-assisted nanofabrication and silanization at ambient condition.